
CAPITAL OF

Across the accidental city the columns appear
A howl or woof underneath human skin
Sister hides from bro a misery of form
Eros a union an incorporation tightens the eye 
As if the seasonal change is premised on architecture
A quota of verse bifurcates the two halves
As though through the museum of irregularity
Kid throws his scooter down
The interzone between the hand
Admits the trees burn a pink flourish then ants
What is our effort to distrust the airs of state
A rehearsal of early time as a series of blackouts
Layout enriched by a hidden layer of steel
Tripartite construction adheres the mind with imagism
Here’s the secondary plane
Rather than watch soldiers come hide in the hand
Call out how to endure immersion
As in an illustration reduced to planes and finite colors
Passes for assassination though the body remains standing
In other words what comes up is not an interruption
Burst straw flame upon demolition
And on the eighth day the gates opened
Hekate the general condition
Decoupled from sight as speech occurs
The vagrant poet side-to-side up the street of wooden low-rises
Under the eave the head
The measure is not the day followed by fire
Another example is when sis says you stop your ears bro
Brother says to sister this dream
The poet looks out of his joke of status
Do you start the smoke in the cloud on the plane
How do colors advance except through shadows
That a proposition in the night has no body in the mansion
Clouds over the island as if under command



FOLLOW THE STEPS

Greer looks up to find snow and ice on the gate 
When the tears on the eyelids or on the cheeks don’t roll & turn when the face turns a blind eye
He calls me a thousand times on the wind & it’s clear
All the steps & to climb the steps is a world that connects step to step
A figure is born at the gate and doesn’t see below the marble vein 
Memory piled on memory follows me to the square
They climb a single step where it lay on the earth
I can’t see at all & take as your word the world of snakes
When I recall other steps to houses and airports paused in their turning
I begin with a thousand steps & look down bored at the vellum
The statue tamed by the mirror appears
The airport above the shadows crashes into the steps
The airport above the pass where I jumbo the stairs’ shade
The poet ascends to the middle & sprays the gate with diamonds
Hao Liang doesn’t at the stream above the gate flashing off the marble
The lacquered gate is a crossing of steps even when incapable of opening my worried mouth
When the future is called the pure land since the medusa outside or inside are gears
When a voice over the radio spits it out in the difficult geography
When inside the garden can be seen an enclosure which closes against the eye
Another steppe is the ability to command disappearing with each step
Drawing a line the line dissipates & it’s an act of accent against shadow
Instead the call is tapped and depicted as a voice in the receiver
Inside I can see the garden in which I am standing which is the word for power
Fraenkel calls me and asks if Z will step off the point or gate & no answer available
The head of Fu Yuanming is ancient power
I listen to the midground & in other words abscond with the midground
Stan steps out into the garden where I collapse into him and thank him
I imitate the psychic televisions of speech which pass as the spells of protection
A spray of florals emerges on the grace of Larung Gar’s revenge
Thousands of depictions Mara in the shade & unrelieved heat of sunlight
Closing the eye falls under the shadow of the garden
Lucas waives translation & the larger garden doesn’t live up to its reputation
Flights go so low that they appear to be additional fingers
The finger traces the moisture and Ouyang Jianghe is also a trace of the tears on the finger



UNTITLED

It’s smaller like you’re with sculpture in the kitchen
The thermometer fluctuates as if it were temperature
Walks to the glass elevator passes the balcony of appearance
Flattened across shadows
When it went up in flames it wilted like trash caught in a rat’s nest
All that’s left is still inaction
Surely without a name in the forecast
The announcement descended like last year’s dinner
Sitting on the rotten balcony like an emendation to the garden
He goes to the street and changes into a motorcycle
Reiterates the voice as if a statement in a loudspeaker
A wasp folded into the hand near the eyes
He dreamt of voyages that could only happen in prose
Can’t find the season
Pan down to the street separated from the metal
On foot passing the torn up stadium seating
From the door disrobes and then checks the 5 fingers
In what body do the celestial parts name the sea
The hammer on concrete bends like scaffolding
The three shapes of the grave are made by hand
The brick hut collapses up under the wallpaper
Told he’s at the wrong station then descends slowly finger to thumb
A swatch of banks unrolls like a wad of singles
Signed like treaties the big boss aggrieved looks up
I entered an alley years ago as an immigrant
Through the wall the caption carried over from square to square
The proposition that I need to decide opens the window
Holds onto their own fiery page
A humid blast compared with just a rough constellation
A motion of the earth apprehends itself
Sap stuck on the knife


